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The FIRST thing you need to do before bringing ANYTHING into the environment is have the 

modeling lead make sure the assets are CLEAN. It gets VERY annoying VERY fast for the 

environment lead to constanTLY send things back for the modelers to fix. 

 

CLEAN ASSETS 
 

Stick to naming conventions 

 

Make sure to stick to the naming convention the asset manager 

provides on the asset list 

- Keep the names short and sweet 

- It’s recommended to abbreviate the name of the asset to 

two letters, three if needed 

- If the models come in separate pieces MAKE SURE ITS              

IN A GROUP 

- If its just one piece (ex. e136_DF) then it doesn't have to 

be in a group 

 

 

Delete history & freeze transformations 

 

Delete history, freeze transformations, and center the pivot - there's three buttons on the poly 

modeling shelf for easy access if you forget where they are in the menus 

 
The asset transformations should look like this and there should be nothing under shapes (in 

the channel box) 

 
don’t forget to delete history AFTER UVs are done too 

 

 

  



Delete stuff you don't need 

 

- Delete any extra cameras you might've made 

- NOT persp, top, front, side - those are default 

- If you DON'T the outliner gets bogged up and will look like this once the 

environment lead references in the assets 

- you can't delete them unless they’re impoRTED   

- Delete any layers you might’ve made 

- Bogs up the layers panel and YOU CANT DELETE THEM UNLESS YOU 

IMPORT AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 

- Delete sets 

 

   
You DON’T want your outliner/layers panel looking like this. You’ll kermit the 

environment lead and they’ll come back to haunt you. 

 

 

 

DELETE STUDENT LICENSES  

 

Y'know how when you open something with a student license you get the pop 

up? THAT HAPPENS 40000000000000000000000 times when all of your 

assets have student licenses. The environment lead WILL come after you. 

 

(make sure to keep this IN MIND when applying textures) 

 

To delete the student licenses right click on the file and open with notepad 

 
Find this line of code and deLETE IT (if it says “education” license just delete the whole line too) 



 
Then file > SAVE - if you save as just make sure its still a .ma file 

 

And there ya have it, your assets should officially be clean and ready to be put into the 

environment. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SETTING UP THE FOLDER STRUCTURE 

 
First things first you’ll be given a folder in a google drive for easy access for all your teammates 

- this isn’t the official server. The official server connected to the lab computers is managed by 

the production manager. ONLY the PM can upload things into the server, everyone else can 

only grab things. MAKE SURE YOU’RE NOT DELETING OR UPLOADING FROM THE 

SERVER OR THE PM WILL COME AFTER YOU  

 

Everyone NEEDS to have the same folder structure that they’re working off of. It makes 

everyone's lives easier and avoids problems in the future, that means their own personal and 

lab computers need to be set up with the base folder and everything inside that. When your 



teams are decided your drive and your server will have a name for the folder that holds 

everything named after it. So for Forget Me Not our base folder looked like this. 

 

 
 

Inside that folder is where all your work will be going and it’s set up like this (make sure the drive 

and server match, unless something’s drive specific and you don’t wanna bog down the server) 

 

 
 

Overall you can think of the first three folders like this. The other folders are for specific things 

and you can use those however your team decides: 

 

01_Development - 1st semester 

02_Preproduction_Maya - 2nd semester 

03_Production_Maya - 3rd/4th semester 

 

I think you’ll be starting to set up the environment during the second semester for a test 

rendered shot so you and the rest of the team will be working out of 02_preproduction_maya 

(things like the shotlist, storyboards, etc. stay in 01_development you don’t have to move those 

over) 

 

 

 

This is how the basics of the inside of 02_preproduction and 

03_production look. The only folders the environment lead really need to 

worry about for both 02_preproduction and 03_production are assets and 

sourceimages.  

 

 

Starting with assets, the models that don’t have rigs on them and the 

actual environments themselves go into models. All the rigged assets go 

into rigs, characters included. 

 

Inside of models looks like the pictures to the left. The environments you create where you set 

dress go into 02_environments. All the actual assets that get referenced into the environment 



and aren’t rigged go directly into 01_Models as shown below (we have two extra folders but 

you'll only start with the three). Inside of rigs is the picture to the right.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For source images you’ll mainly be worrying about the textures folder - any image planes that 

you place in the environment as placeholders for layout can go into 02_environments or 

wherever your team decides. Other than that once the textures come in you’ll need to manage 

updating that. 

 
 

When transferring from 02_preproduction to 03_production - you don’t have to copy all the 

assets and paste them into production, just transfer them to the new folder in the folders each 

thing belongs to. You’ll get a pop up saying that the reference files aren’t found when you open 

up the environment after setting the project in the new 03_production folder but its a quick fix. 

 
- Make sure MAKE PATH CHANGES PERMANENT is checked ON  

- It’ll ask for one asset in every folder 

- So one object in the models folder, one in the rigs > props folder and so on 

- Hit browse and search for the object its looking for (IT SAYS WHAT IT'S 

LOOKING FOR AT THE TOP WHEN YOU’RE BROWSING) 

- If it asks you for every single asset in your environment there’s something wrong 

- If this box ever pops up for anyone else they either messed up the folder 

structure or YOU messed up the folder structure 

 

 

 

 

BASICS TO SET DRESSING 

 
You’ll be working closely with your directors once they’re chosen to make sure things are placed 

with the cameras/animation in mind. Have your directors make a general guide for where to 



place things - you don’t have to have one for every little thing in the environment but you should 

know the general area of where something goes. Don’t just go in without a plan. 

 

You’ll also be working closely with the production manager since they’re in charge of putting 

things in the server and keeping track of it and you both NEED to know which assets were 

updated and when. I recommend working with your PM to make a server/asset tracker so they 

know what to put into the server once they’re updated and you know which ones to grab from 

the server and place/update in the environment. It’ll also help if you have multiple people 

working in set dressing. 

 

You’ll need to keep track of 3 environments - come up with a short and sweet naming 

convention for each of them and make sure each team knows which one to use and when (I 

recommend using EN as a base name) 

 
 

Referenced - EN Lead 

 

- This environment is ONLY touched by the environment lead 

- This is the environment you’ll be working in for set dressing everything MUST be 

referenced 

 

 

Imported - Animation/Layout 

 

- This environment has everything imported with NO textures 

- Animation and layout will be referencing this environment into a new scene 

 

 

Imported - Rendering 

 

- This environment has everything imported WITH textures 

- Rendering (or lighting depending on your production workflow) will import this 

environment 



 

 

 

 

If your team is using RenderMan then you’ll need to run an IPR to check if the textures are 

properly connected - if not send it back to texture team. This’ll speed things up so you know 

immediately if a model needs to go back and you don’t have to go back in later to update the 

model again. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

REFERENCED ENVIRONMENT 
EN LEAD 

 

Start with a new scene. You'll be referencing in the room or base environment itself once its 

created. It’s extremELY important that you keep organized in the actual file. Your environment 

lead will decide how they want to do it but this is an example of how I had ours set up.  

 

Setting things up in groups is a good way to go so you’re not spending 20 

years scrolling through the outliner trying to find one asset. I had an EN group 

for all the assets, an IP group for image planes. You don’t need a CH folder 

since the character rigs should be referenced into layout/animation directly. 

You probably won’t need an AN folder since it was specific to our film.  

 

 

 
Under the file menu, you’ll be using the references section to bring in new assets and manage 

them. SET YOUR PROJECT to either 02_preproduction or 03_production depending on which 

semester you’re in and start bringing in the things you need. 

You'll know something is referenced if it has a little diamond next to the picture beside the name

 
Every reference brings in a separate diamond and labels it RN like the one below but don't 

worry about it clogging the outliner, those go away once you import them 

 
 

 



If you need to change the pivot point to place something on a flat surface 

- Use wireframe on shaded to see the vertexes 

- hold d+v and snap it a vertex on the bottom of the object 

- Press w then hold v to snap it to another vertex 

- So if you wanted to snap this stool to the floor - grab the green translate arrow and hover 

your mouse over to where the checkmark is 

- You can't do it where the x is because there's no vertex there to snap to 

  
The only problem i’ve found when changing the pivot is that SOMETIMES the asset shifts when 

you update the model 

- So since you have 3 environments where the assets are imported and they dont get 

updated right away like the ones in the referenced EN 

- Just reference in the imported EN to double check that nothing moved and if it 

did you can change the pivot and snap it to where it's supposed to go 

 

 

 

 

When you MOVE a model into its place do NOT just grab it from the viewport if the asset pieces 

are part of a group 

- Grab the actual GROUP of the asset and move THAT  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This is the reference editor - it holds all the assets you’ve referenced 

 
- You might’ve noticed that when you reference something in it brings in two names 

- One is that actual name of the file and other is the name of the asset 

- For us they were both the same 

 
- If it gets confusing you can always change the namespace 

- That’ll change the first part of the name before the “:” 

 

 
- Do NOT delete namespaces from references 

- If an asset doesn’t update itself automatically when you open the environment up once 

you’ve updated the assets in the folder or if you need to replace it don’t hit reload 

- Inside the reference editor go to the reference tab > replace reference 

- Find the reference you need and hit replace 

- In GENERAL if there’s a problem with a referenced asset whether it’s in animation or 

layout try replacing it first to see if that fixes it 

 

 

 

 

If your team needs to have objects in some places but the models aren’t done or started yet 

then you can add placeholders so that layout can have an idea where things go when they’re 

placing cameras. Make yourself some cursed placeholders using assets you already have to 

spice things up.  



 

 
 

Image planes can be used as placeholders and for animators/layout to know where things are 

 

- To bring in images go to the view menu in the viewport > image planes > import image 

- Note: if you bring an image plane into perspective view it’ll be stuck to the 

camera 

- Use either the front/back/side cameras to bring it in  

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTED ENVIRONMENT 
Animation/Layout - NO textures 

 

To import your referenced assets  

- Either select the actual asset or the diamonds at the bottom of the outliner 

- Right click > reference > import 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



When you're saving out this environment you’re gonna wanna DELETE NAMESPACES  

- Windows > general editors > namespace editors 

 
- The namespace editor basically records everything ever brought into any asset which 

means its ALL recorded into the environment 

- It’s your job to make sure its ENTIRELY cleaned once you import it for both of 

the imported environments  

- DO NOT delete namespaces from references 

 

- Select the top of an object - not its children   

- Hit delete at the side 

- Merge with root 

 
- Once you’re done deleting all the namespaces the namespace editor should only have 

the (root) 

 

 

With this environment, since textures aren’t being applied, you can add colors to the assets so 

they’re easier to see in layout 

 

 

If your environment has a lot of assets chances are some animators might have trouble 

animating with all the lag 

- Grab the assets the animators don’t need to see when animating 

- Select the button furthest to the right with all the assets you want selected 

- Animators can toggle it off and on using the V (view) button  

 



 

Delete the materials/textures in the hypershade so that everything is a lambert 

- The hypershade is at the top right corner of maya 

- You can also delete any greasepanes in the cameras tab in the hypershade 

window 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTED ENVIRONMENT 
Rendering - TEXTURES applied 

 

- Make sure the namespaces are deleted like with the animation/layout environment. 

- Do NOT apply your own textures in this environment 

- Do NOT have any layers 

- Unless your team wants render layers to delete assets not seen in shots easier 

for rendering 

- But don’t have the layers you made for animation in there 

- Delete any image planes/props that animators reference in their own files 

- Be careful with the props - for example we had a keyboard rigged but not 

everyone needed to animate it in their shots so not everyone had to reference it 

in so rendering team would use the one already in the environment 

 

 

 

MAKE SURE THE ENVIRONMENT IS CLEAN 

- You should double check for all the imported environments but it's esPECIALLY 

important for the rendering environment 

- Uncheck DAG Objects Only in the outliner 

 
- If you see anything like this in the outliner then that means history wasn’t 

delETED on an asset find out which one and make sure its deleted in the asset 

file 

 



- if you have a lot of lamberts and you’re using renderman 

 
- EVERYONE using renderman needs to change this setting to use initial 

shading group shader 

- The default option creates a lambert for every object 

- If the environment turns green then hit undo and it should solve it 

and still delete all the unnecessary lamberts 

 
- If all your assets have a lambert 1 and you’re using the pixar surface 

maya will carry all those lambert 1s from every asset and take them 

separately 

- You want ALL your assets to be assigned to THE lambert 1 not 

individual lambert 1s 

- One way to fix this might be to make SURE your assets are 

assigned to lambert 1 as a base before applying the pixar surface 

- The other way might be to assign everything a lambert 1 in the 

environment 

- Right click on the pixar surface and assign material to the 

model 

 

- If you have any of these MAKE SURE ITS NOT PART OF A RIG 

- If its not then delete them - it means something has a visible keyframe or 

a hidden keyframe in it 

 
- Part of rigs - don’t delete 

    
- If you have 200000000000000 of these you only need one - delete the rest 

 
 



Open the environment using the notepad 

- Edit > find 

- Delete any “nan” 

 
- Delete any greaseplanes 

 

 

 

Rendering team will delete any assets not seen in shots so you might need to work together to 

figure out the best way for your team to go about having the assets readily selectable to delete 

by shot 

- Note: assets can’t be in two layers at once 

- Might be better to create a quick select on a per shot basis 

 

 

DOUBLE CHECK THAT THE TEXTURES ARE SHOWING UP IN AN IPR  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


